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A B S T R A C T

Due to random patterns of demand response from the consumer side and the unreliable nature of re-
newable energy resources, load flow balancing and transient stability become challenging issues in power
systems. They are even more challenging in cases of multiple interval three phase (L-L-L) faults (MITPFs),
which arise in power systems due to power quality disturbances. The intent of this work is to examine the
influence of MITPFs on renewable energy resources (RERs) for load flow balancing and transient stability
analysis. Wind turbine power dispatchability and uncertainty have a significant impact on load flow
balancing and transient stability, especially in cases of occurrence of MITPFs. Probabilistic modeling is
performed in this paper to formulate the complexity of randomness for load flow balancing through a
smart node and transient stability analysis through a unified power flow controller. The proposed prob-
abilistic algorithm is based on the deviations between generation and demand response patterns due to an
MITPF. An autocorrelation expansion is applied to approximate the randomness of probabilistic variables
between the forecast generation and actual response pattern. Future contingencies can be predicted before
disruptive changes arise due to the occurrence of an MITPF using the above probabilistic analysis.
Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms existing alternatives and can achieve
near optimal performance for a wide range of load variations and power quality disturbances in renew-
able-integrated power grids.

1. Introduction

The economic prosperity of any country relies upon its electric
power infrastructure. A stronger electric power infrastructure that
incorporates advanced sensing, communication, security and control
technologies in the form of a smart grid can provide a more reliable,
efficient, sustainable and economical supply of electricity [1,2]. One
of the key features of smart grids is to utilize renewable energy re-
sources (RERs) within a renewable integrated power grid (RIPG), in
order to meet consumer side load requirements for providing cheaper
electricity [1]. However, there are also certain limitations involved
with RIPGs, and the most important one is reliability, which must be

resolved in order to provide a secure and sustainable form of electric
energy to consumers [3]. Incorporating certain flexible AC trans-
mission system (FACTS) devices into the RIPG, such as static com-
pensators (STATCOMs), static synchronous series compensators
(SSSCs) and unified power flow controllers (UPFCs), provides a
promising way to address reliability issues in power systems. Among
these, UPFCs are a versatile form of FACTS devices, which are cap-
able of both shunt and series compensation in order to mitigate the
effects of power quality disturbances in a power system [4]. More-
over, there are also various technical issues associated with RIPGs.
One such issue is power quality disturbances and their adverse af-
fects, which account for both load flow balancing and transient sta-
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bility. These power quality disturbances occur in power systems due
to the occurrence of different types of faults. An RIPG reacts ad-
versely to power quality issues depending on the severity of the
problem, i.e., type of fault. In this paper, an analysis of different line
fault types is conducted based on their durations to clearly illustrate
the difference between single interval three phase (L-L-L) faults
(SITPFs) and multiple interval three phase (L-L-L) faults (MITPFs)
and their impact on RIPGs for load flow balancing and transient
stability. MITPFs occur in power systems due to, for example,
lightning strikes on a transmission line over multiple time periods,
resulting in closing and opening of a circuit breaker at multiple
times. Such MITPFs have adverse effects on RIPGs in terms of mul-
tiple power dispatchability and transient stability issues.

Load flow balancing and transient stability are challenging tasks
in cases of single interval faults in RIPGs. They are even more chal-
lenging in cases of multiple interval faults, where fault analysis
patterns are more random and their adverse effects are more severe.
Various strategies have been adopted and techniques have been de-
veloped for load flow balancing and transient stability using UPFCs
in RIPGs. The techniques for load flow balancing can be divided into
several categories. For example, some techniques address the pro-
blem of power balancing in a general RIPG with storage and flexible
loads [5]. Alternatively, the development of a dynamic optimum
power flow framework to model curtailment of renewable dis-
tributed generation, energy storage systems and flexible demand for
multiple time periods, is discussed in [6]. The improvements made
by using electric vehicle (EV) chargers and photo-voltaic (PV) in-
verters that can balance the network, are further considered in [7].
Another approach for load flow balancing is to control stored energy
to balance power generation of renewable sources to optimize
overall power consumption at the microgrid (MG) level [8]. Fur-
thermore, several probabilistic approaches have also been proposed,
in order to deal with the uncertainty involved with RERs. These in-
clude the design of novel probabilistic power flow and probabilistic
optimal power flow algorithms to reduce uncertainties due to en-
vironmental impacts on PV and wind farm generation [9–11]. Ad-
dressing the problem of different charging and discharging behaviors
of EVs with the integration of PV generation and wind power gen-
eration in terms of probabilistic load flow modeling is also proposed
in [12,13].

A common drawback of the above works is that all of these
techniques require sophisticated storage, flexible loads and control
mechanisms in order to provide effective load flow balancing on the
receiving side of power grid stations. Moreover, these proposed ap-
proaches are computationally expensive and the optimal solutions in
terms of load flow balancing are not guaranteed, considering larger
deviations between loads, i.e., from KW to MW. To cover this gap,
this work introduces a new solution method to this problem: a smart
node transmission network topology that integrates different RERs
with one another in order to accommodate load flow balancing in an
RIPG, keeping variable heavy loads in mind. To the best of the au-
thors’ knowledge, this is the first work that addresses design of a
customized smart node in order to stabilize the power system for load
flow balancing on the receiving side, even in cases of occurrence of
either SITPFs or MITPFs. The smart node is basically an intelligent
interconnection of the transmission network that takes into account

uncertainties in loads and renewable energy resources due to SITPFs
or MITPFs and improvises the load flow balancing on the receiving
side, based on the potential vulnerability of an RIPG.

Similarly, in order to address transient stability issues in power
systems, various solutions have been proposed in [14–29].

Transient behavior is quantified with the inclusion of UPFCs,
incorporating dynamic control strategies for power flow and voltage
profile on different buses in [14,15]. A pattern recognition based
solution for fault analysis, fault-type identification and fault-zone
detection in a transmission line with the inclusion of UPFCs is pro-
posed in [16]. Another approach for transient stability analysis is
based on the design of a generic algorithm for simulating system
transient stability for any type of fault for three and six phase sys-
tems [17].

In recent years, various approaches have been considered for
transient stability enhancement in RIPGs using UPFCs. In [18,19],
the authors considered UPFCs for simultaneous power flow control,
and transient stability enhancement of hybrid power systems, i.e., for
large interconnections, and correspondingly addressed the com-
plexity of such power systems. Similarly, analyzing power quality
disturbances for transient stabilities due to single line to ground
(SLG), double line to ground (DLG) and triple line to ground (TLG)
faults, i.e., SITPFs, and their compensation using FACTS devices was
discussed in [20]. Also, characterizing UPFC energy functions in
terms of Lyapunov energy functions, in order to determine the effect
of UPFCs on transient stability enhancement, considering the oc-
currence of three phase short circuit faults in power systems during a
single interval has been investigated in [21]. Addressing an issue of
how to control UPFC parameters in order to achieve the maximal
desired effect in solving the first swing stability problem in case of
occurrence of an SITPF was proposed in [22,23]. Moreover, in order
to control the entire flow of load and voltage sags/flickers, while
eliminating harmonics simultaneously in cases of occurrence of dif-
ferent grid faults based on single intervals, [24] proposed an in-
ventive systematic approach based on operating the UPFC in an
optimal control mode to efficiently manage these power quality
disturbances. Similarly, the stability assessment for the occurrence of
SITPFs without FACTS controllers in the power network and then
with the FACTS controllers was proposed in [25] to clarify the im-
pact of SITPFs on the performance of wind turbines and transient
rating of the FACTS controllers for enhancement of transient stability
issues. Another approach is to consider multiple modes of oscilla-
tions due to the occurrence of a three phase to ground fault during a
single interval and its compensation using a UPFC as was proposed in
[26]. Similarly, tuning the gains of a UPFC controller with a simple
Genetic Algorithm (GA) to address transient stability issues in cases
of the occurrence of SITPFs was proposed in [27]. Furthermore,
damping of the low frequency oscillations of multi-machine multi-
UPFC power systems based on an adaptive input-output feedback
linearization control (AIFLC) approach, considering an SITPF, was
proposed in [28]. The same scenario of damping low frequency os-
cillations using a particle swarm optimization based output feedback
UPFC damping controller, considering a 6 cycle SITPF, was in-
vestigated in [29]. All of these techniques were applied to RIPGs for
compensating power quality disturbances using FACTS devices, by
incorporating small delays that occurred due to SITPFs. However, the
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utilization of UPFCs for transient stability enhancement in cases of
occurrence of MITPFs has not been discussed in the literature. In the
case of an MITPF, each time a power system is restored to its original
condition, the disturbance level (i.e., the transient level) increases,
due to corresponding larger fault delays in the power system. Due to
these adverse power quality issues, the system’s restoring capability
becomes weak, which makes it potentially more vulnerable to oc-
currences of MITPFs. Moreover, if faults persist for a certain interval
of time in this situation, then the power system will become unstable.
Therefore, mitigation for power system stability in that case is dif-
ficult to achieve.

In this paper, we analyze the effects of power quality disturbances
that occur in an RIPG due to transient stability issues, which arise in
cases of occurrence of SITPFs or MITPFs. Transient stability is a term
that is reserved in the power systems literature for angle stability
under large disturbances, whereas, power quality disturbances is a
term that is related to transients, interruptions, voltage sags and
swells, waveform distortion, voltage fluctuations and frequency
variations; however there is a strong cause and effect relationship
between these two types of phenomena [30]. Transient stability can
be defined as the stability of a power system to maintain synchro-
nization when subjected to a large disturbance, i.e., in our case,
occurrence of an MITPF in the RIPG. These severe disturbances result
in large excursions of wind turbine generator rotor angles, which
lead to significant variations in the speed and position of the rotor.
Due to these variations, severe power quality issues arise on the re-
ceiving side of the RIPG station.

Now, in order to address these transient stability issues, which
lead to power quality disturbances, there are two different possible
solutions. The first is to use FACTS devices, i.e., UPFCs, on the
generation side to establish a linear power angle relationship among
wind turbine generators. This will reduce the variations that arise in
the speed and position of the rotors due to the occurrence of SITPFs
or MITPFs and correspondingly minimize the power quality issues on
the receiving side of the RIPG station. The second approach to ad-
dress these transient stability issues for minimizing power quality
disturbances is to install a UPFC on the receiving side of the RIPG
station near the fault occurrence location in order to stabilize the
system, even in cases of occurrence of SITPFs or MITPFs. Here we use
the second approach. Transient stability oscillations due to the oc-
currence of faults are of major concern for power system stability,
and indeed shall be treated as such. However, in this study these
oscillations are discussed from the power quality point of view. In
particular, it is claimed that such oscillations can lead to power
quality issues. These transient stability issues are characterized in
this study using both theoretical and numerical analyses, which lead
to the definition of several power quality phenomena that can be
induced by such transient stability oscillations as proposed in [30].
The obtained results show that transient stability issues due to the
occurrence of SITPFs or MITPFs in an RIPG can indeed be a sig-
nificant source of power quality problems, as opposed to the wide-
spread empirical belief that these two problems (power system sta-
bility and power quality) are not linked to each other [30].
Moreover, the transient stability of a power system with wind tur-
bines also depends on factors such as fault conditions. For example,
in the case of an occurrence of an SITPF, less variation arises in the

speed and position of the wind turbine rotor, which leads to lesser
power quality issues on the receiving side of the RIPG, whereas,
considering MITPF, a significant variation in wind turbine rotor
speed will causes more substantial power quality issues on the re-
ceiving side of RIPG stations.

Load flow balancing and transient stability are growing challenges
for SITPFs in power systems and thus can be even more problematic in
case of MITPFs. Considering SITPFs, a similar methodology for load
flow balancing and transient stability analysis in super smart grids
using vehicle to grid (V2G) devices was proposed in [31]. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the analysis
based on probabilistic modeling in order to formulate the complexity of
randomness for load flow balancing through a smart node and transient
stability analysis through a UPFC in an RIPG, in both cases of SITPFs
and MITPFs. The proposed probabilistic algorithm is based on the de-
viations between the generation and demand pattern in case of occur-
rence of either an SITPF or MITPF. Different parameters can be ad-
justed, such as demand and supply at a given time, returning demand
and nominal reserves, through probabilistic modeling of the smart
node. Moreover, considering the complexity of a power system in
transient stability analysis, a probabilistic model for the UPFC is pro-
posed based on a scenario of occurrence of an MITPF in the power
system.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. design of a customized smart node transmission network, so that a
disturbance at any instance of time in the form of an SITPF or
MITPF is compensated as load flow balancing on the receiving
side;

2. incorporation of a UPFC into a smart node transmission network in
the case of an MITPF, in order to reduce power dispatchability and
mitigate transients issues; and

3. development of a probabilistic model to formulate the complexity of
randomness for load flow balancing through a smart node and
transient stability analysis through a UPFC in an RIPG.The rest of

the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes the methodology
in greater detail. Section 3 compares the proposed methodology with
existing load flow balancing and transient stability analysis models
via simulation results. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Methodology

The proposed methodology consists of two parts. Firstly, the de-
gree of vulnerability of a power system is determined in case of the
occurrence of an SITPF or MITPF. To study power system vulner-
ability, an uncertainty analysis method based on three phase (L-L-L)
fault delays is proposed to differentiate the occurrence of an SITPF or
MITPF. Moreover, the randomness of load flow due to tripping of
certain RERs and power quality issues due to SITPFs or MITPFs are
also considered. If a power system is potentially vulnerable to an
SITPF or MITPF, then Algorithm 1 below uses the smart node sce-
nario in order to analyze and predict the forecast randomness in a
power system by using probabilistic modeling. In other words, re-
medial action in the form of load flow balancing is performed on the
receiving side.
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Algorithm 1: Differentiation between SITPFs or MITPFs in a power
system.

Secondly, Algorithm 1 is used to facilitate transient stability analysis
and power outages in a power system using probabilistic modeling, so
that in case of an MITPF, a decision in terms of switching of the UPFC
on the receiving side is performed. Smart nodes are operated at the
receiving end in case of either an SITPF or an MITPF with corre-
sponding smaller or larger delays, in terms of variations in the dem

parameter, i.e., above an estimated threshold, 1s, which decides the
potential vulnerability to an occurrence of an SITPF or MITPF. For an
SITPF, the delay is = + +( )delay d de em m 1 and for an MITPF, the delay is

= + +( )delay d de em m 5 . Where, dem represents delay at a given time and
+dem k represents the fault delay of either an SITPF or MITPF. Similarly,

the UPFC is operated on the receiving side; if the delay parameter dem is
above the estimated threshold range, i.e., 1s for an SITPF, it triggers the
next transition state +trj 1 for operating the UPFC in the RIPG in case of
an MITPF. We consider the use of a UPFC only for the case of an MITPF
in order to reduce multiple power dispatchabilty delays, i.e.,

= + → + → ++ + +( ( ) ( ) ( ))delay d d d d d de e e e e em m m m m m6 8 10 and multiple
transients delay issues, i.e., = +( (delay dem

→ + → ++ + +) ( ) ( ))d d d d de e e e em m m m m2 2.5 3 , as using UPFCs for SITPFs
has already been treated in the literature. Also, we are dealing with
transient issues, which arise in the RIPG in cases of occurrence of
SITPFs or MITPFs and if proper remedial action is not taken, then these
transient issues lead to significant damage in the form of equipment
failures as noted in [32,33]. These transient issues are potentially de-
structive and can cause electronic systems to fail. Moreover, as pre-
viously discussed, a comparative analysis in terms of arising power
quality disturbances, i.e., transients, due to SITPFs or MITPFs and their
severe impact on the RIPG leads to a conclusion that occurrence of an
MITPF in a power system leads to significant transient issues in the
RIPG, which need to be properly addressed through using the UPFC.
Moreover, due to lower wind power dispatchability, i.e., supply from
the wind turbines towards receiving side connected loads is not con-
stant, especially in case of occurrence of faults, incorporation of UPFCs
is necessary, especially in case of occurrence of an MITPF. These case
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scenarios are also verified by simulation results in Section 3.
Fig. 1 shows the demand response schematic as a closed loop

control system for probabilistic modeling of load flow balancing and
transient stability in the RIPG. The closed loop in the form of a smart
node and UPFC will continuously monitor the power system, and
proper remedial action will be taken for load flow balancing and
transient stability. The smart node properly optimizes the power
system for load flow balancing in case of an SITPF, while for an
MITPF, incorporating a UPFC in the smart node transmission net-
work is necessary to completely optimize the power system for load
flow balancing, in terms of reducing multiple power dispatchability
and transients. Details regarding the terms used in Fig. 1 are dis-
cussed in the next section.

2.1. Smart node probabilistic modeling for a single interval three phase (L-L-
L) fault

The reliability of a power grid is directly affected by the integration
of large scale RERs, and this effect can be even more severe in the
presence of disturbances. We investigate the issue of power flow bal-
ancing in a synchronized network of three RERs, with the occurrence of
either an SITPF or MITPF, by using the concept of a smart node. A
closed loop control system model of a transmission grid is formed with
large penetrations of:

1. demand response, and
2. power quality disturbances.

The demand response penetrations occur due to tripping of RERs with
the occurrence of SITPFs or MITPFs. Power quality issues are more
prominent in case of an MITPF as compared to an SITPF, due to mul-
tiple transients and power dispatchability. In order to analyze the future
contingencies in a power system due to an SITPF or MITPF, we consider
a scenario of forecast demand D t( )f and forecast supply G t( )f .
Moreover, in order to meet synchronization between the generation and
demand, the G t( )f must be synchronized with D t( )f , i.e.,

= +G t D t r( ) ( ) ,f f
o (1)

where, ro is a nominal reserve, i.e., supply from the smart node, in order
to accommodate load flow balancing between G t( )f and D t( )f . In this
scenario, we capture the effect of the response by modifying the re-
turning demand B t( ), in terms of adjusting ro through the smart node, in
order to achieve synchronization between G t( )f and D t( )f .

Suppose that an RIPG is potentially vulnerable to an SITPF. Assume
λ1/ to be a delay time slot. The average delay A due to occurrence of an

SITPF can be calculated as

=A
λ
1 . (2)

The above average delay corresponds to one time slot due to occurrence
of an SITPF. A more generalized form of (2), in terms of a closed loop
probabilistic model is

=
∑ =

A
λ

1 ,
i
n

i11
1

1 (3)

where λi1 represents the SITPF delay parameter for each iteration, in
terms of the closed loop probabilistic model and n1 represents the effect
of the SITPF on a synchronized network of three RERs, i.e., =n( 3)1 .

Similarly, in order to address the real time scenario of demand re-
sponse, we consider the actual demand D t( )a to be synchronized with
D t( )f , along with some randomness R t( )D , i.e.,

= +D t D t R t( ) ( ) ( ).a f
D (4)

By incorporating the average delay in (3) due to occurrence of an SITPF
into (4), it can be rewritten as,

=
⎧
⎨
⎩

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

× ⎛

⎝
⎜ ∑

⎞

⎠
⎟

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

+
⎫
⎬
⎭=

D t D t
λ

R t( ) ( ) 1 ( ) .a f

i
n

i
D

11
1

1 (5)

To continuously monitor the power system, in terms of closed loop
control, (5) can be rewritten in the form of generalized expression as

∑=
⎧
⎨
⎩

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

× ⎛

⎝
⎜ ∑

⎞

⎠
⎟

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

+
⎫
⎬
⎭= =

D t D t
λ

R t( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ,a

i

n

i
f

i
n

i
D

1 1
i

1
1

1 (6)

where R t( )D is the deviation between D t( )a and D t( )f , which can be
determined by the autocorrelation, i.e.,

=R t E D t D t( ) [ ( ) ( )].D
a f (7)

When, →D t D t( ) ( )a f , the random deviation →R t( ) 0D , which makes
the system stable as

=G t D t( ) ( ).f f (8)

Similarly, in order to address the real time scenario of generation re-
sponse, we consider the actual supply G t( )a to be equal to the previous
supply −G t( 1) and G t( )f along with some randomness R t( )G ,

= − + +G t G t G t R t( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ),a f
G (9)

where, −G t( 1) is the control parameter, which returns a closed loop to
the previous time slot in real time, in order to adjust the demand pat-
tern with the generation response.

Now, by incorporating the average delay in (3) into (9) and in terms
of the closed loop probabilistic model, (9) can be rewritten in a gen-
eralized form as,

Fig. 1. Demand response schematic model.
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1 1
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(10)

where R t( )G shows the deviation between G t( )a and G t( )f , and it can
also be determined using an autocorrelation, i.e.,

=R t E G t G t( ) [ ( ) ( )].G
a f (11)

Similarly, when, →G t G t( ) ( )a f , the random deviation →R t( ) 0G ,
which stabilizes the power system in terms of synchronous stability
between G t( )f and D t( )f .

Moreover, in order to make → −R t G t( ) 0, ( 1)G , i.e., the control
parameter, should be properly adjusted to achieve synchronous stabi-
lity between G t( )f and D t( )f .

Moreover, the shortage of power due to the SITPF can be re-
presented in terms of the frustrated demand F t( ) as,

= −F t E t G t( ) ( ) ( ),a a (12)

where E t( )a represents the expressed demand, which should be met at a
given time in order to achieve synchronization between generation and
demand patterns.

F t( ) occurs when

>E t G t( ) ( ).a a (13)

Considering the average delay in (3) due to the SITPF, (12) can be re-
written as

=
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

− × ⎛

⎝
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i
n

i11
1

1 (14)

Using the generalized expression in terms of the closed loop probabil-
istic model, (14) can be rewritten as

∑ ⎜ ⎟=
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠
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a
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i1 11
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1 (15)

F t( ) will fed back to the power system as a backlogged demand B t( ),
i.e., returning demand, but with the addition of some loop delay
parameter, i.e., λc1. Therefore, the backlogged demand B t( ) will be
equal to F t( ) times the closed loop corresponding delay parameter λc1,

= ⎛

⎝
⎜ ∑

⎞

⎠
⎟ × −

=
B t

λ
E t G t( ) 1 ( ( ) ( )).

c
n

c

a a

11
1

1 (16)

Incorporating the delay due to the SITPF in (3) and expressing B t( ) in
terms of the generalized form, (16) can be rewritten as
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1 (17)

Similarly, the reserve r t( ) can be expressed as

= −r t G t E t( ) ( ) ( ).a a (18)

The power system should be in a reserve state when

>G t E t( ) ( ),a a (19)

while, considering the average delay in (3) and the generalized ex-
pression in terms of the closed loop probabilistic model, (18) can be
rewritten as

∑=
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1 (20)

The threshold policy for reserve r t( ) should be: if,

<r t r( ) ,o (21)

then increase G t( )a through the smart node, in order to make r t( ) come
as close to ro as possible (considering the ramp up constraints); other-
wise, if,

>r t r( ) ,o (22)

then, decrease G t( )a in order to make r t( ) come as close to ro as possible
(considering the ramp down constraints). Here, the ramping constraint
are,

⩽ − − ⩽r G t G t r( ) ( 1) .o o (23)

From (9), − −G t G t( ) ( 1) can be represented as

⩽ + ⩽r G t R t r( ) ( ) .o
f

G o (24)

The problem is to keep the returning or backlogged demand, i.e., B t( ),
stable by minimizing R t( )G through the smart node. This can be
achieved by controlling r t( ) to be synchronized with ro, considering
ramping up and ramping down constraints from (21) and (22). Mini-
mizing R t( )G , (24) can be represented as

⩽ ⩽r G t r( ) .o
f

o (25)

From (1), G t( )f can be synchronized to D t( )f , i.e., (25) can be re-
presented as

⩽ ⩽r D t r( ) .o
f

o (26)

Through (26), synchronous stability between the demand and genera-
tion response pattern can be achieved in case of occurrence of an SITPF.
In the following subsection we perform similar modeling for the case of
an MITPF.

2.2. Smart node probabilistic modeling for a multiple interval three phase
(L-L-L) fault

Suppose that an RIPG is potentially vulnerable to an MITPF. Then,Fig. 2. Backward recursion process for a single storage [8] device.

Fig. 3. Backward recursion process for two storage devices [8].
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the average delay A in (3) will now become
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where = =n n3, 31 2 , and =n 33 , i.e., we assume three RERs. In this
case, the effect of the MITPF is simultaneous, i.e., it depends on mul-
tiple intervals of time. Moreover, λ λ,i i1 2 and λi3 correspond to the first,
second and third interval three phase fault delay parameter of the three
RERs. Considering (27) in terms of the multiple fault delays parameter
λimfd, i.e.,
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where, = + +n n n nmfd 1 2 3 and = + +i i i imfd 1 2 3, then, (27) will become
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D t( )a and G t( )a in (6) and (10) will become
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Similarly, F t B t( ), ( ), and r t( ) in (14), (17), and (20) will become
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2.3. Transient stability analysis for a multiple interval three phase (L-L-L)
fault

UPFCs are the most versatile form of FACTS devices for enhancing
the stability of power systems. A UPFC can compensate a power system,
both in terms of series as well as shunt configurations. The impact of
UPFC control modes on power system reliability has not been addressed
sufficiently in the literature, especially in the case of MITPFs.
Considering the above scenario, suppose that an RIPG is potentially
vulnerable to MITPFs. The average delay A in terms of an MITPF in (27)
will now become
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6 (35)

where, λ λ,i i1 2 and λi3 represent the delays parameter incurred in terms
of transients and λ λ,i i4 5 and λi6 represent the delays parameter in-
curred in terms of power dips in a synchronized network of three RERs,
due to an MITPF. Here, = =n n3, 31 2 and =n 33 and = =n n3, 34 5

and =n 36 , i.e., transient and power dip effects due to the MITPF span
up to three intervals. Considering (35) in terms of transient (λitrd) and

Fig. 4. Smart node scale free graph topological model.
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power dip (λipdd) delays parameter, we have
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where, = + + = + + = + +n n n n i i i i n n n n, ,trd trd pdd1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 and
= + +i i i ipdd 4 5 6. Eq. (35) will become
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D t( )a and G t( )a in (30) and (31) will become
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Similarly, F t B t( ), ( ), and r t( ) in (32), (33) and (34) will become
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Fig. 5. Smart Node Transmission Network.
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The UPFC acts as a power buffer to cope with the volatility of the RERs,
i.e., enhancing the power dispatchability and transient stability of the
RERs in case of an MITPF. Let us consider a scenario of forecast de-
mands in the case of transients given by D D,t

f
t
f

1 2 and Dt
f
3 and the

forecast RERs to cope with these forecast demands due to the MITPF are
W W,t

f
t
f

1 2 and Wt
f
3 . Similarly, consider forecast demands in the case of

power dips to be D D,t
f

t
f

4 5 and Dt
f
6 and the forecast RERs to cope up with

these should be W W,t
f

t
f

4 5 and Wt
f
6 . Now, due to the lower power dis-

patchability of RERs, it is very difficult to cope with transients and
power dips with RERs. Therefore, in order to enhance the power dis-
patchability and transient stability of RERs, we utilize the UPFC. The
problem is to compute a dispatched power schedule +P t f( )t

f in order
to increase transient stability and minimize power dispatchability of
RERs using the UPFC. This can be done by setting +P t f( )t

f to
+ − + +D t f W t f r( ( ) ( ) )t

f
t
f

o , where ro is fixed (positive or negative),

using the ramp up and ramp down constraints of (21) and (22).
Therefore, the final expression will be
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3. Simulation results

In order to verify and evaluate the analysis, a series of simulations

Fig. 6. Buses B1 and B4 active power graphs (SITPF).

Fig. 7. Buses B5 and B8 active power graphs (SITPF).
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were performed using MATLAB as a simulation tool. As discussed in
Section 1, in comparison with the previous work of [5–13] for load flow
balancing and [20] for transient stability analysis, this paper is built on
a more general system model in which the impact of more severe three
phase faults, i.e., MITPFs, is discussed. The problem under study is new
and different from all previous ones. As a result, the proposed algorithm
cannot be directly compared with the algorithms presented in
[5–13,20]. To overcome this difficulty, we employ two alternative al-
gorithms, one for an SITPF and one for an MITPF in order to clearly
illustrate the difference between the effect of these two faults on a
power system for load flow balancing and transient stability analysis.
Before discussing the algorithms, we first explain why a smart node is a
good representation of an electrical network in terms of load flow
balancing. This is done through comparison of our approach with the
previous approach in [8].

Fig. 8. Buses B9 and B12 active power graphs (SITPF).

Table 1
Active power on different buses.

Generation and receiving side active power (MW)

Case A

B1 B4 (ro1) B5 B8 (ro2) B9 B12 (ro3)

−1.02 687.6 971.9 625.5 971.9 584

Case B

B1 B4 (ro1) B5 B8 (ro2) B9 B12 (ro3)

−1.02 804.6 971.9 575.5 971.9 484

Fig. 9. Buses B1 and B4 active power graphs (SITPF).
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To demonstrate that the proposed methods in [5–13] are compu-
tationally expensive and the optimal solution for load flow balancing is
not guaranteed, considering larger deviations between loads, i.e., from
KW to MW, a power system proposed in [8] is examined. The main
objective of [8] is to minimize the overall cost of energy imported from
the public grid, i.e.,

∫ →P t C t dt minimize( ) ( ) ,
T

i0 (44)

where, P t( )i represents the active power supplied from the bus into the
power grid, i.e., positive for the generator and negative for the load.
Here, C t( ) is the price signal ( MW"$"/ ), which is a time varying func-
tion. The main problem formulated in [8] is to determine the energy/
storage function, E t( ), that minimizes the main objective function (44).
Using (44), the cost function V (·) can be expressed as,

∫= →V t E P t C t dt minimize( , ) ( ) ( ) .
T

i0 (45)

The objective function in (44) is equivalent to minimizing V (0, 0) in
(45), i.e., to reduce the overall cost over the entire period, starting with
an empty storage =E 0. In this scenario, the optimal solution is to
compute recursively using the Bellman equation, i.e.,

= + + + +
+

V t E V E E t dt V t dt E t dt( , ) min {Δ ( , ( )) ( , ( ))},
E t dt( ) (46)

which allows solution via backward recursion. This starts at the final
time =t T , where the cost function is =V T E( , ) 0. Applying (46), the
cost function can be computed at −T dt , finding −V T dt E( , ) over all the
energy values. The process continues until reaching an initial condition,
i.e., =t 0. A backward recursion step for single storage device is shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 10. Buses B5 and B8 active power graphs (SITPF).

Fig. 11. Buses B9 and B12 active power graphs (SITPF).
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Similarly, the same procedure follows if we consider another storage
device. The only difference lies in the fact that each storage device adds
a new dimension to the solution space. Therefore, an electrical network
with two storage devices is a two-dimensional (2-D) problem, with two
free variables, i.e., E t( )i and E t( )j . The major difference in the cost
function is that it will become multidimensional, i.e.,

∫= →V t E E P t C t dt minimize( , , ) ( ) ( ), ,i j
T

i0 (47)

where =E t E( )i i and =E t E( )j j are initial conditions.
Therefore, (46) will become

= + +

+ + + +

+ +
V t E E V E E t dt E E t dt

V t dt E t dt E t dt

( , , ) min [{Δ ( , ( ), , ( )}

{ ( , ( ), ( )}].

i j
E t dt E t dt

i i j j

i j

( ), ( )i j

(48)

Fig. 12. Buses B1 and B4 active power graphs.

Fig. 13. Buses B1 and B4 active power graphs.

Fig. 14. Buses B1 and B4 active power graphs (MITPF).
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A 2-D storage network with a backward recursion process is shown in
Fig. 3

The main disadvantage of the approach proposed in [8] is that its
numerical complexity increases with the number of storage devices.
This is shown in Fig. 3, where the addition of a storage device con-
tributes an extra dimension to the solution space. An electrical network
with a single storage device is processed in seconds, even if it contains a
large number of buses. However, a power system with four or five
storage devices may be evaluated only if it contains just a few buses.

Thus, the proposed approach in [8] does not give a practical solution
when the integration of different RERs and storage devices into a power
system increases, which in turn increases the number of buses. In other
words, the proposed approach in [8] is limited to accommodate only
smaller loads (KW). Moreover, it is computationally expensive due to
the utilization of sophisticated storage devices. Therefore, we propose
an entirely new approach, which leads to a totally different solution,
and which is capable of circumventing the numerical complexity. In-
stead of looking at the problem formulated in [8] as minimization of

Fig. 15. Smart node and UPFC single line diagram for SITPFs and MITPFs in the power system.

Fig. 16. Buses B5 and B8 active power graphs (MITPF).
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costs within constraints and using a small number of RERs and storage
devices in order to accommodate smaller loads (KW), we integrate a
large number of RERs in the form of a smart node transmission network
and use it as a resource to be allocated to different power grid stations.
Instead of a cost minimization problem in our proposed work, we
consider it as an allocation problem, where power is allocated to ac-
commodate heavy loads (MW) to optimize power imported from dif-
ferent RERs.

3.1. Single interval three phase (L-L-L) fault (Algorithm 1)

Fig. 4 shows the scale-free topological representation of a smart
node electrical network. This type of representation is very important
when assessing random error related risks, since a random disturbance
at any node may relate to one of low connectivity degree. In prob-
abilistic terms, those nodes with fewer connections are most likely to
disturb the network. Due to this strong interconnectivity among nodes,
we provide an autonomous power flow control between each node and
its corresponding power grid station, without considering dedicated
transmission nodes.

A smart node basically represents a strong interconnection between
different transmission substations/buses in order to provide optimum
load flow balancing in the RIPG as shown in Fig. 5. These inter-
connections between different transmission substations/buses and
generators face numerous challenges to accommodate the integration of
a high penetration of RERs in terms of achieving an optimum load flow
balancing in the RIPG as proposed in [34]. Power system flexibility, or
the ability of a power system to meet changes in load demands through
utilizing RERs, is one such issue receiving much attention. Considering
the reliability issues associated with RERs, a more realistic assessment
of a power system’s flexibility in terms of load flow balancing can be
made. For this purpose, interconnections between different transmis-
sion substations/buses in the form of a smart node transmission net-
work can provide a significant contribution to optimum load flow
balancing, considering the risk posed to the power system by RERs, in
terms of its reliability, especially in the case of an occurrence of an
SITPF or MITPF.

Moreover, addressing the variability of RERs for load flow balancing
and transient stability in an RIPG, the smart node transmission network
will also require an additional level of quick-response control strategies

Fig. 17. Buses B9 and B12 active power graphs (MITPF).

Fig. 18. Buses B1 and B4 active power graphs (MITPF).
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in the form of a UPFC to circumvent critical situations. These situations
become more severe in the presence of disturbances, i.e., occurrence of
an MITPF, where the interactions among different RERs in the form of a
smart node for optimum load flow balancing become even more com-
plex.

For load flow balancing, two different case scenarios are considered
in order to show the effectiveness of a smart node in a power system
due to occurrence of an SITPF. Case-A: loads of

= =D t D t( ) 500 MW, ( ) 400 MWf f
1 2 and =D t( ) 300 MWf

3 are required
for the power grid stations. Case-B: the load requirement of RER 1’s
receiving power grid station increases to =D t( ) 800 MWf

1 . The results
of these two cases verify the effectiveness of utilizing a smart node in a
power system.

3.1.1. Case A
Due to reliability issues involving with the RERs, an unexpected

SITPF has occurred between buses B3 and B4, in a power system having
three wind generating resources as shown in Fig. 15, at a time interval
of (15 s–15.1 s), which causes the tripping of the generation resource
near bus B1 at t=15 s. This is evident from Fig. 6 (bus B1 active
power). Due to tripping of the first RER, its =G t( ) 0 MWa

1 , while its
required forecast supply should be =G t( ) 500 MWf

1 . Therefore, we

have to increase the actual supply to the forecast supply, i.e.,
=G t G t( ) ( )a f

1 1 , in order to adjust our forecast demand requirement of
=D t( ) 500 MWf

1 , in terms of its synchronous stability with G t( )f
1 . This

can be done through a smart node transmission network. Here, the
smart node is an intelligent interconnection of the transmission network
that will adjust the load requirement of tripping bus B1 of RER 1 by
shifting the power from the other two RERs, whose actual supplies are

Fig. 19. Buses B5 and B8 active power graphs (MITPF).

Fig. 20. Buses B9 and B12 active power graphs (MITPF).

Table 2
Active power on different buses.

Generation and receiving side active power (MW)

Case A

B1 B4 (ro1) B5 B8 (ro2) B9 B12 (ro3)

−1.02 687.6 971.9 625.5 971.9 584

Case B

B1 B4 (ro1) B5 B8 (ro2) B9 B12 (ro3)

−1.02 802.8 980.9 576.3 980.9 534.7
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=G t( ) 971.9 MWa
2 and =G t( ) 971.9 MWa

3 , while its forecast demands
are =D t( ) 400 MWf

2 and =D t( ) 300 MWf
3 . Therefore, surplus power of

RER 2 −G t D t( ( ) ( ))a f
2 2 and RER 3 −G t D t( ( ) ( ))a f

3 3 is shifted to accom-
modate the forecast demand of 500MW required of the first power grid
station, with corresponding tripping its RER 1 as shown in Figs. 6–8.

In this scenario, we have = =r t MW r t MW( ) 500 , ( ) 4001 2 and
=r t( ) 300 MW3 for the three RERs, i.e., reserve r t( ) requirements in

terms of D t D t( ), ( )f f
1 2 and D t( )f

3 . The nominal reserve ro for the three
RERs to compensate r t( ) are = =r r687.6 MW, 625.5 MWo o1 2 and

=r 584 MWo3 as shown in Table 1. Therefore, R t( )G for load flow in case
of an SITPF for the three RERs are

− = − = − = − =r r t r r t( ) 687.6 500 187.6 MW, ( ) 625.5 400 225.5 MWo o1 21 2
and − = − =r r t( ) 584 300 284 MWo 33 .

3.1.2. Case B
This case is similar to case-A, the only difference lies in the load

requirement on the receiving power grid station with the tripping RER,
due to the SITPF. Suppose that the forecast load requirement of the first
receiving power grid station correspondingly increases from

=D t( ) 500 MWf
1 to =D t( ) 800 MWf

1 . In order to compensate the re-
maining 300 MW of forecast supply, i.e., =G t( ) 300 MWf

1 , we integrate
the RERs into a smart node transmission network so as to accommodate
the load adjustment in terms of synchronization between G t( )f

1 and
D t( )f

1 . The actual supply and forecast demands of RER 2 and RER 3 do
not change. Therefore, by considering the same scenario as discussed in
case-A, the surplus power of RER 2, i.e., −G t D t( ( ) ( ))a f

2 2 and RER 3, i.e.,
−G t D t( ( ) ( ))a f

3 3 is shifted to accommodate the 800 MW load requirement
of RER 1 as shown in Figs. 9–11.

Similarly, for case-B, we have = =r t r t( ) 800 MW, ( ) 400 MW1 2 and
=r t( ) 300 MW3 and = =r r804.6 MW, 575.5 MWo o1 2 and =r MW484o3

as shown in Table 1. Therefore, −ro1
= − = − = − =r t r r t( ) 804.6 800 4.6 MW, ( ) 575.5 400 175.5 MWo1 22 and

− = − =r r t( ) 484 300 184 MWo 33 . As the load requirement of the tripping
RER 1 increases from 500MW to 800MW, ro1 approaches r t( )1 , thereby,
minimizing R t( )G . This shows the importance of the smart node to re-
duce R t( )G in case of an increasing load requirement in order to achieve
synchronous stability between G t( )f and D t( )f .

Table 1 shows the active power on different buses of the generation

Fig. 21. Buses B1 and B4 active power graph (SITPF).

Fig. 22. Buses B5 and B8 active power graphs (SITPF).
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and receiving sides. Due to the smart node transmission network to-
pology, the active power on the receiving side is automatically ba-
lanced, in terms of its load requirement. The forecast demand re-
quirements of buses B4, B8 and B12 in case-A for the SITPF should be

= =D t D t( ) 500 MW, ( ) 400 MWf f
1 2 and =D t( ) 300 MWf

3 , while the
forecast demand requirements in case-B should be

= =D t D t( ) 800 MW, ( ) 400 MWf f
1 2 and =D t( ) 300 MWf

3 . This can be
achieved through the smart node for both cases, as is evident from the
receiving side buses, i.e., (B4, B8, B12) from the below Table 1.

3.2. Multiple interval three phase (L-L-L) fault analysis (Algorithm 02)

To investigate the effects of MITPFs on power systems, a realistic
scenario is considered, which causes the circuit breaker to open and
close at multiple time slots. An example of such a scenario is lightning
striking a transmission line at multiple time intervals causing an MITPF
in the power system. When an MITPF occurred between bus B3 and B4
at time intervals, = =t t15 s–20 s, 45 s–50 s1 2 and =t 65 s–70 s3 , it

caused the tripping of wind turbine 1 near bus B1 as shown in Fig. 14
and Fig. 15. Due to the MITPF, the circuit breaker is opened and closed
at multiple time slots, i.e., opened at = =t t15 s, 45 s1 2 and =t 65 s3
and closed at = =t t20 s, 50 s1 2 and =t 70 s3 . Due to these multiple
closings and opening of the circuit breaker, power quality issues arise in
terms of multiple transients and power dispatchability. The power
system vulnerability assessment in case of an MITPF is verified through
simulation results. For this purpose, two case scenarios were con-
sidered. In the first case, the fault duration is up to 1 s, i.e., =t 15 s–16 s
as shown in Fig. 12. In the second case, the fault occurrence time is up
to 5 s, i.e., =t 15 s–20 s as shown in Fig. 13. In this second case, the
three phase (L-L-L) fault is sustained for a certain interval of time. It will
degrade the power grid restoring capability after closing of the circuit
breaker, i.e., at =t 20 s. This makes the power system potentially vul-
nerable to the MITPF.

An MITPF was simulated upto three intervals to show its effects on
the system as shown in Figs. 14, 16 and 17. Again, the load flow bal-
ancing can be done through a smart node transmission network. In

Fig. 23. Buses B9 and B12 active power graphs (SITPF).

Fig. 24. Buses B1 and B4 active power graphs (MITPF).
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order to analyze the effectiveness of the smart node for load flow bal-
ancing during an MITPF, similar case scenarios are considered, as were
discussed for an SITPF (Algorithm 1).

3.2.1. Case A
The MITPF near RER 1 between buses B3 and B4 causes the tripping

of the wind turbine near bus B1 as shown in Figs. 14 and 15, with a
corresponding load requirement of =G t( ) 500 MWf

1 . Therefore, in
order to accommodate the receiving grid station of RER 1, a load re-
quirement of each power grid station was adjusted according to its
required load by using the smart node transmission network topology.
It is clearly illustrated from Figs. 16 and 17 that due to the low load
requirements, i.e., =D t( ) 400 MWf

2 and =D t( ) 300 MWf
3 , at receiving

grid stations 2 and 3, their extra generating power, i.e., −G t D t( ( ) ( ))a f
2 2

and −G t D t( ( ) ( ))a f
3 3 is shifted towards the receiving grid station of RER

1. This is done to accommodate the =G t MW( ) 500f
1 requirement of

RER 1’s power grid station as shown in Fig. 14. The randomness R t( )G
in the MITPF is the same as in case-A for the SITPF.

3.2.2. Case B
Similarly, consider the same load requirement of RER 1’s power grid

station as considered in case-B for the SITPF, i.e., an increasing load
requirement from 500 MW to 800 MW. Therefore, in order to

Fig. 25. Buses B5 and B8 active power graphs (MITPF).

Fig. 26. Buses B9 and B12 active power graphs (MITPF).

Table 3
Active power on different buses.

Generation and receiving side active power (MW)

Case A (SITPF)

B1 B4 (ro1) B5 B8 (ro2) B9 B12 (ro3)

−1.01 680.1 982.2 638.9 982.2 597.6

Case B (MITPF)

B1 B4 (ro1) B5 B8 (ro2) B9 B12 (ro3)

−1.01 678.4 979.3 637.1 979.3 595.7
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Fig. 27. Bus B4 active power graph (MITPF).

Fig. 28. No dynamic stability issues arise in terms of the active power graph before the occurrence of an MITPF in the RIPG.

Fig. 29. No dynamic stability issues arise in terms of the voltage graph before an occurrence of MITPF in the RIPG.
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Fig. 30. Dynamic stability issues arise in terms of the active power graph after an occurrence of an MITPF in the RIPG.

Fig. 31. Dynamic stability issues arise in terms of the voltage graph after an occurrence of an MITPF in the RIPG.

Fig. 32. Reducing dynamic stability issues by using a UPFC in the case of an occurrence of an MITPF in the RIPG (active power graph).
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accommodate the =D t( ) 800 MWf
2 load, more power is shifted from

receiving grid stations 2 and 3, whose load requirements are low, i.e.,
=D t( ) 400 MWf

2 and =D t( ) 300 MWf
3 towards the receiving power

grid station 1 of RER 1. This can be done through the smart node
transmission network, as clearly illustrated from Figs. 18–20.

R t( )G for the three RERs in this case is determined using the same
approach as discussed in case-B for the SITPF, i.e.,

= =R t R t( ) 2.8 MW, ( ) 176.3 MWG G1 2 and =R t( ) 134.7 MWG3 . Table 2

shows that in spite of outages of 500MW and 800MW at receiving grid
station 1 in both cases, due to tripping of RER 1 at =t 15 s, i.e.,

=G t( ) 0 MWa
1 , the active power on the receiving side is still balanced

according to the load requirements between the three grid stations. The
forecast demand requirements of buses B4, B8 and B12 in case-A of the
MITPF should be = =D t D t( ) 500 MW, ( ) 400 MWf f

1 2 and
=D t( ) 300 MWf

3 . While their forecast demand requirements in case-B
should be = =D t D t( ) 800 MW, ( ) 400 MWf f

1 2 and =D t( ) 300 MWf
3 .

Fig. 33. Reducing dynamic stability issues by using a UPFC in the case of an occurrence of an MITPF in the RIPG (voltage graph).

Fig. 34. Bus B4 active power graph without the UPFC (SITPF).
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This can be done through the smart node transmission network for both
the cases, as evident from the receiving side buses, i.e., (B4, B8, B12)
from Table 2.

3.3. Load flow balancing in the case of heavier loads in the RIPG (SITPF or
MITPF)

This case scenario is similar to previous cases, the only difference
lies in the forecast load requirement D t( )f of each receiving side power
grid station, i.e., instead of utilizing 500 MW/800 MW (variable load) at
receiving power grid station 1, and 400 MW and 300 MW (constant
load) at receiving power grid stations 2 and 3, we consider heavier
loads, i.e., 600 MW, 500 MW and 400 MW at receiving power grid
stations 1, 2 and 3, respectively. In this case scenario, the smart node

transmission network still optimizes the load flow at the receiving side
of the RIPG. Figs. 21–23 show an optimum load flow balancing through
the smart node in case of an occurrence of an SITPF in the RIPG (case-
A). Whereas, considering the scenario of an MITPF in the RIPG, a fur-
ther larger load requirements is still achievable by utilizing the smart
node as shown in Figs. 24–26 (case-B).

Table 3 shows that in spite of an outage of 600 MW load at receiving
power grid station 1 due to the tripping of RER 1 at t=15 s, i.e.,

=G t( ) 0 MWa
1 , the active power on the receiving side is still balanced

according to load requirements between the three grid stations. The
forecast requirements for buses B4, B8 and B12 in case-A for an SITPF
and case-B for an MITPF should be = =D t D t( ) 600 MW, ( ) 500 MWf f

1 2
and =D t( ) 400 MWf

3 . This can be done through the smart node trans-
mission network for both cases and it is clearly evident from the

Fig. 35. Bus B4 active power graph without the UPFC (MITPF).

Fig. 36. First interval fault transient stability analysis.
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receiving side buses, i.e., (B4, B8, B12) from Table 3. For case-A
(SITPF), we have = =r t r t( ) 600 MW, ( ) 500 MW1 2 and =r t( ) 400 MW3

and = =r r680.1 MW, 638.9 MWo o1 2 and =r 597.6 MWo3 as
shown in Table 3. Therefore, R t( )G is given by

= − = − = = − = −R t r r t R t r r t( ) ( ) 680.1 600 80.1 MW, ( ) ( ) 638.9G o G o1 21 1 2 2
=500 138.9 MW and = − = − =R t r r t( ) ( ) 597.6 400 197.6 MWG o 33 3 . Simi-

larly, for case-B (MITPF), we have = =r t r t( ) 600 MW, ( ) 500 MW1 2 and
=r t( ) 400 MW3 and = =r r678.4 MW, 637.1 MWo o1 2 and =ro3 595.7 MW

as shown in Table 3. Therefore, R t( )G is, i.e.,
= − = − = = − = −R t r r t R t r r t( ) ( ) 678.4 600 78.4 MW, ( ) ( ) 637.1G o G o1 21 1 2 2

=500 137.1 MW and = − = − =R t r r t( ) ( ) 595.7 400 195.7 MWG o 33 3 .
From Fig. 27, it can be noticed that there are still issues of multiple

transients and power dispatchability after each fault interval due to
closing and opening of the circuit breaker at multiple time slots in the
case of an MITPF. This causes deviations between D t( )f and G t( )f .
Therefore, a UPFC should be incorporated into a smart node trans-
mission network to overcome these power quality disturbances and
further optimize the power system for load flow balancing. Moreover,

in order to explain the necessity of a UPFC in the smart node trans-
mission network, we consider a scenario of occurrence of an MITPF in
the RIPG with respect to dynamic stability analysis in the next section.

3.4. Dynamic stability analysis in the RIPG

Dynamic stability can be defined as the stability of a power system
during and after sudden changes or disturbances due to short-circuits,
loss of generators, sudden changes in load, line tripping, or any other
similar impacts as proposed in [35,36]. Here, our main aim is to in-
vestigate the impact of three phase (L-L-L) faults based on single or
multiple intervals on power system stability in the context of an RIPG.
Therefore, we consider the issue of dynamic stability with respect to
occurrence of an SITPF or MITPF in the RIPG and investigate their ef-
fects on power system stability before and after occurrence of these
faults. In order to verify load flow balancing in term of dynamic sta-
bility, we have performed further simulations. We focus on the occur-
rence of an MITPF, as single interval faults have been considered

Fig. 37. Second interval fault transient stability analysis.

Fig. 38. Third interval fault transient stability analysis.
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extensively in this context in the literature.
The dynamic stability of a power system is mainly controlled by the

generators. Thus, if conventional synchronous generators are replaced
with wind turbine generators having variable speed operational sys-
tems, the dynamic stability of the power will be significantly affected.
Therefore, there is a need to equip the power system with FACTS de-
vices, i.e., UPFCs, in order to compensate the effects on dynamic sta-
bility of the power system, especially in those case scenarios when the
power generated by renewable energy resources exceeds that of con-
ventional synchronous generators. Therefore, in our case scenario in-
corporation of a UPFC in the smart node transmission network is ne-
cessary to completely optimize the RIPG for load flow balancing
through minimizing dynamic stability issues. This scenario is further
verified by simulation results in terms of active power transients and
voltage fluctuations as shown in Figs. 28 and 29 before occurrence of an
MITPF in the RIPG and Figs. 30 and 31 after occurrence of an MITPF in
the RIPG. Moreover, the compensation of these dynamic stability issues
in the RIPG using the UPFC and the importance of incorporating the
UPFC into the smart node transmission network is clearly illustrated
through Figs. 32 and 33.

Considering dynamic stability analysis in the RIPG, it is clear that
there is a need to equip the RIPG with a UPFC in the case of an

occurrence of an MITPF. In order to clarify the effects of an MITPF on
the RIPG based on each fault interval, and its compensation require-
ments, the transient fault analysis behavior of an RIPG in case of oc-
currence of an MITPF using a UPFC is discussed in the next section.

3.5. Transient fault analysis during multiple interval three phase (L-L-L)
faults using UPFC

Fig. 15 shows a schematic of a sixteen bus system having three re-
newable energy (wind) generating resources, with each having gen-
erating capacity of 1000MW, that are interconnected in the form of a
smart node. Considering the vulnerability assessment of MITPFs in
power systems as discussed in Section 3.2, an unexpected outage, in
terms of an MITPF has occurred between buses B3 and B4, as shown in
Fig. 15. Now, to improve the power dispatchability and reliability of the
power grid, the UPFC has been put into operation between buses B4 and
B13 as shown in Fig. 15. Based on the effects of the MITPF on the power
system, the influence of the UPFC in terms of transient stability is
analyzed. More importantly, first the effects of the MITPF on the power
system is analyzed for power quality disturbances, with respect to an
SITPF and its power quality effects on the power system as already
proposed in [20]. Then, the effectiveness of the UPFC is analyzed for

Fig. 39. Bus B4 active power graph without the UPFC (MITPF).

Fig. 40. Normal distribution pattern for transient delays.
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reducing the multiple transient and power dispatchability issues due to
the MITPF.

3.5.1. Effect of transients and power dips
Fig. 35 illustrates the effects of transients, with corresponding de-

lays of λ λ,i i1 2 and λi3, and power dispatchability with delays of λ λ,i i4 5

and λi6, due to the occurrence of an MITPF on a synchronized trans-
mission network, when no UPFC is incorporated between buses B4 and
B13, as shown in Fig. 15. The differences between the effect of the
proposed MITPF scheme and the already discussed SITPF in [20] for
power system reliability, in terms of transients and power dispatch-
ability, is clearly illustrated in Figs. 34 and 35. Fig. 34 shows that only
single transients arise with corresponding delay of λi1, while no power
dispatchability issues arise in the case of an SITPF. Whereas, with an
MITPF as shown in Fig. 35, multiple delays arise due to multiple
transients, i.e., λ λ,i i1 2 and λi3, and multiple power dispatchability issues,
i.e., λ λ,i i4 5 and λi6.

An comprehensive analysis of Fig. 35 shows that due to opening and
closing of the circuit breaker at multiple time slots with corresponding
fault intervals, the power quality issues in terms of transients and power
dispatchability are increased, due to the MITPF. This is evident from

Figs. 36–38 at timing intervals of =t 20 s–22 s1 (delay upto 2 s),
=t 40 s–42.5 s2 (delay upto 2.5 s) and =t 60 s–63 s3 (delay upto 3 s),

which correspond to transient levels, and Fig. 39 at =t 29 s–35 s1 (delay
upto 6 s), =t 47 s–55 s2 (delay upto 8 s) and =t 67 s–77 s3 (delay upto
10 s) that correspond to power dip levels, as previously discussed in
Algorithm 1. This arising of significant oscillations in the RIPG is due to
the occurrence of the MITPF. As we already discussed, that due to the
occurrence of an MITPF, it will degrade the power system restoring
capability after each fault interval as shown in Figs. 36–38. This is due
to the opening and closing of the circuit breaker at multiple time slots.
Due to these power quality disturbances, a significant oscillation has
been observed.

The delays in terms of transients, i.e., λ λ,i i1 2 and λi3, and power dips,
i.e., λ λ,i i4 5 and λi6, are shown in Fig. 35, following the Normal and
Poisson distribution patterns, as shown in Figs. 40 and 41.

3.5.2. Transient stability enhancement using a UPFC
These multiple transient and power dispatchability issues due to an

MITPF will be fed back in terms of F t( ) and returned to the power
system as returning demand B t( ) as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, B t( )
must be fulfilled in order to keep the system in a stable state. For this

Fig. 42. Bus B4/B13 active power graph with the UPFC (MITPF).

Fig. 41. Poisson distribution pattern for power dip delays.
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purpose, a UPFC should be incorporated into the smart node trans-
mission network in order to control −G t( 1) for further optimizing the
power system, in order to achieve synchronous stability between G t( )f

and D t( )f . Fig. 42 shows the effects of transient stability enhancement,
in terms of active power with the inclusion of a UPFC between buses B4
and B13, as shown in Fig. 15. By comparing Figs. 35 and 42, it is clearly
seen that with the inclusion of the UPFC in the smart node transmission
network, the load flow balancing through the smart node is further
optimized in terms of reducing multiple transients and power dis-
patchability due to the MITPF in the power system.

In order to effectively investigate the performance of the UPFC in
improving the power flow control through the power system network in
the case of an MITPF, an comprehensive analysis of Fig. 42 is necessary
to validate the simulation results as shown in Fig. 43. From Fig. 43, it
can be seen that after the first fault interval (SITPF), the UPFC fully
optimizes the power system, i.e., =r r t( )0 . While, in the cases of second

and third interval faults (MITPF), there are still some deviations be-
tween r0 and r t( ) as shown in Figs. 44 and 45. This shows that after the
first fault interval, F t( ) in Fig. 1 has been fully compensated using the
UPFC, whereas, for the second and third faults, the UPFC compensation
is disturbed due to the difference between r0 and r t( ). Recall that r t( )
represents the reserve requirement in terms of D t( )f and r0 is the
nominal reserve in the form of the UPFC. Moreover, the only difference
between the UPFC model for the SITPF or MITPF is the contingency
time analysis. In case of an SITPF, we have only one contingency issue,
due to the single interval fault, while in case of an MITPF, we have
multiple contingency issues in terms of multiple transients and power
dispatchability.

4. Conclusion

RIPGs are potentially vulnerable to power quality disturbances due

Fig. 44. Second MITPF random deviation pattern.

Fig. 43. Bus B4/B13 active power graph with UPFC (MITPF).
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to congestion and scalability issues. In this paper, probabilistic mod-
eling in terms of a smart node and UPFC has been used to first detect the
randomness in a power system, in terms of an occurrence of an SITPF or
MITPF. These modeling techniques provide for efficient load flow bal-
ancing and lead to reduction in the power dispatchability and transient
stability issues on the receiving side of power grid stations, in case of
either of SITPFs or MITPFs. The probabilistic modeling significantly
improves the accuracy to efficiently reduce future instabilities in power
systems due to SITPFs or MITPFs. Moreover, the proposed method al-
lows one to choose the optimal control mode and setting of one UPFC,
during an occurrence of an MITPF in a synchronized network of three
generating resources. The method can be extended to calculate si-
multaneously the optimal control mode and settings of multiple UPFC
units, in cases of MITPFs.
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